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1. Introduction
For a nonassociative algebra B. denote by B- the algebra with multiplication [x, yJ=xy-.1x defined on the vector space B. Then B is said to be
Lie-admissible if B- is a Lie algebra; that is, B- satisfies the Jaoohi identity
[[x• .1J. zJ+lli. zJ. xJ+[[z. xJ•.1J=O.

The associative algebras and Lie algebras are clearly Lie-admissible. Various
types of nonassociative Lie-admissible algebras. which arise in both algebraic and physical contexts. are discussed in Myung [3J and Santilli [5J.
An element x in an algebra B over a field F is said to be flexible if
x (.1x) = (xy)x. for all y in B. and B is said to be flexible if every element
in B is flexible [IJ. An element x in B is called power-associative if the
subalgebra F[x]. consisting of all polynomials in x with coefficient in F. is
associative and B is said to be power-associative if every element in B is
power-associative [1].
In this paper we discuss the flexibility. power-associativity and some elementary properties of the mutation algebras which are derived from associative algebras.
2. Mutation of associative algebras
Let A be an associative algebra over a field F. We assume throughout
the paper that the underlying base field F of A has characteristic 0 and A
has an identity element 1. Let P. q be two fixed elements in A. We define
the algebra A (p, q), called the (P. q) -mutation of A, to be the algebra with
new multiplication
x*.1=xpy-yqx
but with the same vector space as A. Denote the associator, Lie product
and Jordan product in A(p,q) by (x•.1.z)*=(x*.1)*z-x*(y*z).
[x• .1J* =X*.1-y*x. {x• .1) =

Then it is easily seen that

~

(x*.1+.1*x).
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[x, y]*=x(P+q)y-y(p+q)x,
{x,y} *= ~ [x(p-q)y+y(p-q)x],
(x,y, x)*=x(PXq-qxp)y+y(pxq-qxp)x,

(2)

and
(x, x, x) *=2x(pxq-qxp)x.

(3)

For a fixed element rEA, define A(r) to be the algebra with multiplication
but with the same vector space as A The algebra A (r) is called the
r-homotope of A and it is easily checked that A (r) is also associative. Thus
the Lie and Jordan products in A (p, q) coincide with the Lie and Jordan
producte respectively in the (p+q)-homotope A(p+q) and (p-q)-homotope
A(p-q). Since associative algebras are Lie-admissible and Jordan-admissible,
we have that A(p, q) is Lie-admissible and Jordan-admissible. However, in
general, A (P. q) is far from being flexible. power-associative or even third
power-associative, that is (x, x. x) *=0 [2].
In [2J it is shown that A(p,J..p), AEF and A(p, q) where p, q are in the
center of A, are flexible and power associative.
In A (p, 1), an element x in A is flexible if the associator
(x, y, x)*=xpxy-x2py+ypx2-yxpx

is zero for any yE A. Thus (x, y. x) *=0 if and only if x 2p=px2 and xpx
- x 2p is in the center of A.
If A(p,l) is flexible then for any xEA, x2p=px2. Thus (1 +x)2p=.p(1
+x)2 and hence xp=px. By (2) we can easily check that x is flexible in
both A(P. q) and A(p, r) then x is flexible in A(p, q+r).
We summerize these results in

THEOREM 1. Let A be an associative algebra over F with an identity element 1. We have
i)

ii)
lii)

For p, q, rEA. assume A(p, q) be flexible then A(p, r) is flexible
if and only if A(p. q+r) is flexible,
For J..EF. pEA, xEA is flexible in A(p, 1 +..tp) if and only if
x2p=px2 and xpx-x2p is in the center of A,
For AEF, pEA, A(p. 1+J..p) is flexible if and only if p is in the
center of A.

It is known that power-associative mutation algebra A (p, q) need not he
flexible [4J. and in general flexible Lie-admissible algebra need not be power
-associative. However in A(p,q) we have
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THEOREM 2. Let A be an associative algebra over F with an identity element 1. If an element x in A is third power-associative in A(p, q), that is
(x, x, x) *=0, then x is power-associative in A (p, q). In particular if A (p, q)
is flexible, then A (p, q) is power-associative.
Proof. By (3), (x, x, x) *=0 means
xpxqx=xqxpx.

(4)

Hence it is easy to check that for any natural number n,
[x (p-q) Jnxpx=xp[x (p-q) Jnx ,
[x (p-q) JnxqX = xq[x (p-q) Jnx .

(5)

Let x*n=x*n-l*x, n>l, and denote xl=x and xO=l in A. It is sufficient
to prove that for any n2::2, and natural numbers i,j, with i+j=n,
X*i*X*j=[x (p_q)Jn-l x •

(6)

For n=2, it is obvious and for n=3, from hypothesis X*2*X=X*X*2, and
by (5)
X*2*X= [x (p-q) Jxpx-xq[x (p-q)Jx
=[x(p-q)Jxpx-[x(p-q)Jxqx=[x(p_q)J2X.

Assume (6) for i+j<n, then for i+j=n,
x*i*x*i
= [x(P-q) Ji-lxp[x(P_q) Ji- lX- [x (p-q) Jj-lxq[x(p-q) Ji-lx
=[x(p_q)Jn-2XpX_[X(p_q)Jn-2xqX =[x (p_q)Jn-l x ,

and completes the proof.
It can be shown that A(p,l) is power-associative if and only if p is
the center of A, hence we have

In

Let A be an associative algebra over F, and AEF, then
A(p, 1 +Ap) is power-associative if and only if p is in the center of A.
CoROLLARY.

In [4J Oehmke discussed the flexibility and powerassociativity in
A(p, 1-P).

3. Ideals
For a nonassociative algebra B, I is an ideal of B if I is a subspace of B
and for every xEI, yEB, xy and yx are in 1. Denote A'" the algebra with
multiplication {x, y} = ~ (xy+yx) defined On the vector space B.
Let A be an associative algebra over F, and I be an ideal of A (p, q).
Assume pq=qp. Then for any xEA andyEI, x*y=xpy-yqxEI and
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y*x=ypx-xqyEI. Hence
x(p-q)y+y(p-q)xEI,
x~+~y-y~+~xEL

(n

Thus I is an ideal of (A<p+q»- and an ideal of (A<p-q»+. Setting x=p+q,
x=p-q respectively in (7), we have
(p-q) (p+q) yE I,
y(p+q) (p-q) El.

(8)

for any yEL Denote the multiplication of the associative algebra A<P+q) by
0, t~at is, xoy=x(p+q)y. We assume also xo(p-q)oy+yo (p-q) oxEI for
any" xEA, yEl. Then by (7) and (8), the elements

xo (p-q) oy- yoxo ~-q),
yoxo (p-q) -xoyo (p-q),
xoyo (p-q) -yo (p-q) ox, and
yo (p-q) ox+xo (p-q) oy

are in L Adding these elements, we have
Xo (p-q) oyEI and yo(p-q)oxEI

(9)

3. Let A be the algebra of all n X n matrices over a field F: with
characteristic o. If p+q is a invertible element of A and p* ±q. then A(p, q)
is simple.
THEOREM

Proof. It can be checked that the map x --» x(p+q)-I is an isomorphism
of A(p, q) onto A«p+q)-Ip, (p+q)-Iq). Since (p+q)-Ip commutes with
(p+q) -Iq, we may assume p+q= 1 and pq=qp. Let I be a proper ideal of
A(p, q). Since A<p+q)=A, from (7), (8), (9) we have I is an ideal of Aand the elements (p-q)y, y(p-q), x(p-q)y and y{jJ-q)x are in I for any
xEA, yEl. Since the Lie algebra sl(n, F) is simple for n::::::2, I must be
the set of trace 0 matrices S or the center Z of A.
If 1=8, then (p-q) is a scalar matror because (p-q)yES and y(p-q) ES
fQr any yES. Let x be an element of A. Since (p-q) *0,
[x(p_q)-IJ(p_q)y=xyEI

and
y(p-q)(p_q)-IXJ=y:xEI.

Hence I is an ideal of A which is impossible.
If l-Z then (p-q) EZ becatrse Z is the set of all scalar-matriCes. Thus
for xEA, IEZ, x(p-q)l=h eZ for some ),EF, and contradiction.
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If n=l, then A is isomorphic to F and hence (p-q) is invertible. Thus
we can easily show that A (p, q) is a simple algebra.
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